Keratitis after Implantation of Intrastromal Corneal Rings with Spontaneous Extrusion of the Segment
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Abstract

Purpose: To report a case of bacterial keratitis in a patient with a history of intrastromal corneal ring segments (INTACS®) implantation to correct keratoconus.

Methods: The patient’s history, clinical presentation, pathological analysis and therapeutic management were reviewed.

Results: A 36-year-old-man was referred to our department due to decreased vision and intense pain in his left eye, 40 days after INTACS® implantation for keratoconus. Slit-lamp examination revealed epithelial defects and stromal infiltrates in the lower channel without evidence of the inferior ring. The anterior chamber also showed a significant fibrin reaction to hypopyon. A low-tension suture was removed at the site of the incision. Microbiological study of the conjunctival swab was positive for Staphylococcus epidermidis, but the corneal culture was sterile. The patient was treated with topical fortified and systemic antibiotics. The infection slowly resolved, leaving opacity at the inferior segment site.

Conclusions: Infectious keratitis following INTACS implantation is an infrequent complication that can have important consequences without suitable and early therapeutic management.

Introduction

Intrastromal rings (INTACS®) are semicircular segments of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) that are implanted in the corneal periphery medium, either manually through a
radial incision or assisted by IntraLase, a technique that is currently increasing in popularity. These implants, initially designed to correct myopia in normal eyes, are implanted with the aim of achieving modifications to the corneal curvature and refractive adjustments. In 2000, Colin et al. [1] were the first to report the efficacy of these implants in keratoconus eyes. Besides keratoconus, intrastromal corneal ring segments have also been used successfully for the management of pellucid marginal degeneration and post-laser in situ keratomileusis corneal ectasia. This approach provides multiple benefits primarily based on the potential reversibility of the technique and the relative ease of implementation, which allows preservation of the central corneal area. However, like any surgical procedure, the technique is not exempt from complications, such as protrusion, migration or segment extrusion, perforations during surgery and infection after implantation. Although the frequency of these complications is low, their occurrence causes a significant decrease in the visual prognoses of these patients.

We report a clinical case of the development of a keratitis after implantation of INTACS® with spontaneous segment extrusion.

**Materials and Methods**

A male patient came to the emergency department of our hospital for severe pain, blepharospasm, photophobia and decreased visual acuity in his left eye for 2 days.

As part of his clinical history, the patient had undergone INTACS® implantation, using the manual technique, 40 days previously without complications in the immediate postoperative period, and he had been monitored regularly. The patient reported no remarkable systemic disease nor was he undergoing any treatment.

The corrected visual acuity was of hand motion for the right eye and 0.5 for the left eye (–5 to 45°). Biomicroscopy revealed the existence of a corneal ulcer in the corneal bed of the lower intrastromal segment observed in the absence of the segment, with an important fibrinoid reaction in the anterior chamber and approximately 1 mm of hypopyon (fig. 1). A low-tension suture was removed at the site of the incision.

**Results**

Upon hospitalisation, we proceeded to perform cell cultures of corneal conjunctival secretions and necrotic corneal material. Empirical treatment was established using vancomycin and ceftazidime eye drops, repeated hourly, and topical mydriatics, in addition to intravenous antibiotics (vancomycin 1 g/12 h, ciprofloxacin 400 mg/12 h).

The cultures were negative, yet clinical improvement was progressive, indicating a response to the administered antibiotics. Therefore, the patient was discharged after a period of 11 days. The corneal appearance after the infectious process revealed paracentral leucoma with a depression of the corneal surface. The visual axis was preserved, allowing a visual acuity of 0.1 (fig. 2).

**Discussion**

The use of INTACS® has been expanding rapidly in the management of keratoconus because of the technique’s safety and effectiveness. Infection after implantation is a rare
and severe complication of the procedure, the appearance of which has been documented from 1 week to more than 1 year after surgery [2], hence the importance of prolonged follow-up of these patients.

*Staphylococcus aureus* is generally the most frequently isolated pathogen, appearing in up to 25% of cases, followed by *Streptococcus pneumoniae, Pseudomonas sp., Nocardia sp., Klebsiella sp.* and *Paecilomices sp.* [3, 4], yet our culture did not yield any of these species. In turn, there have been several factors that have been found to be related to the development of this complication, such as the use of contact lenses, previous trauma or systemic diseases such as diabetes mellitus [3]. In our case, the low tension level of the suture incision in the channel may have led to the entrance of the microorganism responsible for the development of the infection [5].

Other authors also believe that the manual technique used in this study (as compared to the use of IntraLase) may increase the risk of developing these infectious complications [6].

In conclusion, the implantation of intrastromal rings, especially in cases of keratoconus, may be associated with infectious complications, as with other surgical techniques, highlighting the relevance of early recognition of clinical signs as well as the early introduction of appropriate treatment to achieve the appropriate resolution of the condition and better functional results.
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**Fig. 1.** Corneal ulcer of the corneal bed of the lower intrastromal segment and significant fibrinoid reaction in the anterior chamber. The existence of a low-tension suture at the point of incision can also be seen.

**Fig. 2.** Final result with an area of paracentral leucoma that does not affect the visual axis.
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